Assemble Series
Study Carrel
The Assemble Series facilitates focused task work in group settings. Whether for schools, libraries or institutions, study carrels create smart, efficient desking solutions—fully powered for online testing and with monitor arms to support flat screens. They share the same clean, architectural lines as the conference, multi-purpose and training tables in the Assemble Series. The proven quality and durability of Haskell products bring everyone to the table, and with our commitment to complete customer satisfaction, the sleek Assemble carrels are a quick study.

study carrels

The highly functional solutions available with the Assemble series cater to the individual. Fully powered carrels for study and testing allow you to customize smart, space-conscious desking. The clean profile, with its vast spectrum of finishes, fits with any aesthetic.
Shown on a standard HW wire access training table. The 8-wire electrical system. Power Beam can be connected table to table using electrical jumpers. A plenum separates and manages low and high voltage wires. Groups of tables can be connected via a Power Beam through the wire access panel’s removable end. Seated side receptacles are also available.

Shown on a standard HL training table. Eight surface power modules can be connected to another with the first module providing power from a standard wall receptacle. Eliminates the need for costly electrical installations.